
Math 150-02
Homework 8
Spring 2013

Instructions: You may work together on this, but if you do, YOU MUST tell me with whom you
worked, and on which problems. Furthermore, all answers must be written in your own words. This
is due back the beginning of class, Wed. April 3, 2013.

1. Use the L2[−1, 1] inner product and, starting with the standard basis, use Gram-Schmidt to
find an orthogonal basis {p0(t), p1(t), p2(t)} for P2. These polynomials are called the Legendre
polynomials.

2. Let p(t) be any polynomial in P2. Then, since you found an orthogonal basis in the previous
problem, it must be the case that by the unique representation theorem, p(t) has a unique
representation in that basis, p(t) = c0p0(t) + c1p1(t) + c2p2(t). Show (do not quote a theorem,

show your work) that ci = 〈p,pi〉
〈pi,pi〉 .

3. Interpolation refers to “fitting” a curve to a set of data points. For example, suppose you are
given three data values at 3 distinct time points: (t0, y0), (t1, y1), (t2, y2) and you decide you
want to recover a quadratic function that passes through each of those points.

In the last problem, you saw that any quadratic p(t) can be expanded in an orthogonal basis.
So to fit the data, we must have yi = p(ti) = c0p0(ti) + c1p1(ti) + c2p2(ti), i = 0, 1, 2.

Write the matrix-vector form of the linear system corresponding to this interpolation problem,
and explain why it must have a unique solution.

4. In the last problem, we assumed that the data was actually given by a quadratic. However, we
might have a continuous real-valued function on [−1, 1] that isn’t a quadratic, but which we’d
still like to approximate1 as a function in P2. Let f(t) ∈ C[−1, 1] (note that P2 ⊂ C[−1, 1])
then let our approximation be the orthogonal projection of f(t) onto C[−1, 1]:

f(t) ≈ q(t), q(t) :=

2∑
i=0

〈pi, f〉
〈pi, pi〉

pi(t).

The residual is r(t) = f(t)− q(t).

(Comparing this to chapter 4 notes on orthogonal projection: we have q(t) = LHf,H =
Span{p0, p1, p2} = P2, and LH : C[−1, 1]→ H is a linear transformation, and it is going from
an infinite dimensional subspace to a finite dimensional one. )

(a) Show r(t) is orthogonal in the L2[−1, 1] inner product, to all polynomials of degree 2
or less. (Do this by showing it is orthogonal to every element in the orthogonal basis
{p0, p1, p2} for P2.)

(b) Let the norm on the space be defined through the inner product – ‖f‖L2[−1,1] =
√∫ 1

−1 f
2dt.

Let p(t) ∈ P2 but p 6= q. We want to show that ‖f − q‖ < ‖f − p‖, which means that q is
the “best” approximation in P2 to f where best is measured in this norm. We will use a
trick we used in class for another proof - adding and subtracting something useful. Start
the proof by writing f − p = f − p + q − q = (f − q) + (p− q). Then do the following.

• Show ‖f − p‖2 = ‖f − q‖2 + ‖p− q‖2 by using part a.

• Explain why this equality proves the result.

5. Does f(A) := maxi

√
aT
i ai, where A = [a1,a2], define a valid norm on R2×2? If yes, prove it.

If no, give a counter-example.

1Some reasons we might want to do this – polynomials are easy to integrate, differentiate, etc. whereas f(t) may
not be. Also, C[−1, 1] is infinite dimensional whereas P2 has dimension 3.
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